GLOBEFORM PREVIEWS, BREEDERS' CUP 2016
SANTA ANITA 4-5 NOVEMBER

FRIDAY
Part of the Breeders' Cup Special – subscribers only

R6
GLOBEFORM RATINGS
BREEDERS' CUP JUVENILE TURF (G1)
Santa Anita 4 Nov 2016 - 1 mile Turf
Horses presented with best Globeform, name, trainer / rider
Globeform ratings are expressed in pounds. One length = 2lbs over this distance.
115

-

LANCASTER BOMBER / A P O'Brien / S Heffernan

110p - GOOD SAMARITAN / B Mott / J Rosario
110p -

OSCAR PERFORMANCE / B Lynch / I Ortiz Jr

109

INTELLIGENCE CROSS / A P O'Brien / R Moore

-

107p - BIG SCORE / T Yakteen / F Prat
107p -

MADE YOU LOOK / T Pletcher / J Castellano

107p -

WELLABLED / L Rivelli / E T Baird

105p - BOWIES HERO / P D'Amato / J Leparoux
105

-

KEEP QUIET / M Casse / F Geroux

103

-

RODAINI / S Crisford / F Dettori

103

- CHANNEL MAKER / D J Vella / J Velazquez

102p -

TICONDEROGA / C Brown / R Bejarano

102p -

FAVORABLE OUTCOME / C Brown / I Ortiz Jr

100

J. S. CHOICE / T Pletcher / K Desormeaux

-

Winner 2015: Hit It A Bomb / Globeform 112p
ALSO ELIGIBLES
...95p ...97 -

KITTEN'S CAT / J Sharp / L Saez
HARBOUR MASTER / J Cassidy / M Smith
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GLOBEFORM ANALYZIS
BREEDERS' CUP JUVENILE TURF
GOOD SAMARITAN, who was also under consideration for the Juvenile, gets the vote here – in
what is a highly competitive event. And a race where the home team is much stronger than
what has been the case in previous editions. Good Samaritan made an impressive debut when
he won the best juvenile maiden race on turf at Saratoga, where he came with a fine run from
off the pace to collar subsequent winner TICONDEROGA close home and win by a head. J. S.
CHOICE, who broke his maiden with ease next time out, was fifth. Good Samaritan was upped in
class, and went for the Summer Stakes at Woodbine just over a month later. Conquest
Farenheit had been deeply impressive in his prep for that mile contest and he was made a
warm favorite by the bettors. He had no chance when Good Samaritan delivered his challenge.
Confidently ridden at the back, he came through very smoothly at the finish, to beat Conquest
Farenheit by 1 ½ lengths going away. Vanda Stakes winner CHANNEL MAKER was third and Tiz
a Slam finished fourth. The latter was a game odds-on winner of the Cup and Saucer Stakes
next time out. All in all, Good Samaritan's form is very solid.
LANCASTER BOMBER may be the best of the Europeans and we all know what that means. It
means he has a winning chance of course. He was 66-1 and used as a pacemaker for Aidan
O'Brien's best juvenile Churchill in the Dewhurst Stakes at Newmarket on October 8. Having
looked a beaten horse – as expected – going into the final furlong, Lancaster Bomber rallied to
get back up for second, beaten only 1 ¼ lengths by his high profile stable companion (who is 5for-6 and favourite for next year's 2,000 Guineas). Was it a fluke? Perhaps not. Lancaster
Bomber did it the hard way, that's for sure. The form looked very smart when Rivet, who
finished fifth, went on to win the Racing Post Trophy at Doncaster two weeks later, and even
better when Thunder Snow (fourth in the Dewhurst) hacked up in the Criterium International at
Saint-Cloud on Sunday (beating Dewhurst sixth South Seas to win by 5 lengths). Lancaster
Bomber's best piece of form is certainly working out like a dream and he must be a serious
contender – his early speed will stand him in good stead at Santa Anita and the way he ran on
at the death in the Dewhurst proved that he has stamina too. A strongly run race would suit
him at Santa Anita.
OSCAR PERFORMANCE, a classy son of turf champion Kitten's Joy, is a big danger – if he can
overcome his wide post (not ideal for a front-runner). He is coming off a most impressive 6length win over J. S. CHOICE in the Pilgrim Stakes at Belmont Park, where he made all and won
the race with a bit in hand. Kitten's Cat finished third. The Pilgrim was run over 8.5 furlongs on
soft ground, and Oscar Performance displayed the useful combination of speed and stamina.
Note that he was racing on firm ground when breaking his maiden over the same distance at
Saratoga in August, when he strolled home by 10 ½ lengths from One of a Kind (won a decent
Churchill maiden on Sunday), with Focus Group third and Bonus Points back in fourth (a winner
since and third in the Awad Stakes last Saturday).
INTELLIGENCE CROSS, like Lancaster Bomber representing Aidan O'Brien, is also in with a shot
based on his European form. He is a different type though. While he has a Group win to his
name, something Lancaster Bomber lacks, he has yet to race over further than 6 furlongs. A
son of War Front, he has tackled that distance in all of his six starts to date. After being placed
twice in G2 contests won by the very precocious Mehmas in the summer, Intelligence Cross
landed a G3 at the Curragh towards the end of August. He won easily by 4 ½ lengths from Holy
Cat. Four weeks later he turned up at Newmarket for the Middle Park Stakes, where he ran
fourth as a 10-1 shot, beaten 3 ½ lengths by the upset winner The Last Lion. Blue Point was
second in the Middle Park and subsequently half a length behind Lancaster Bomber when third
in the Dewhurst.
>>>
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RODAINI is trained by Simon Crisford, who for years was the racing manager to Godolphin.
Crisford has had a good start to his training career and his juveniles are showing a 27% strike
rate in Britain this year. Rodaini has contributed greatly to this impressive record, with 4 wins
from 5 starts. He kept on improving through his first four races, winning over 6 furlongs at
Leicester, then over seven at Lingfield Park, Newmarket and Doncaster, where he beat
Salsabeel and subsequent G3 winner Larchmont Lad in a Listed event in September. Rodaini
went for the Autumn Stakes at Newmarket after this but ran no sort of a race and was eased
(ninth of ten behind Best Solution). He needs to improve yet again to have a chance here, and
he has been given a tricky post.
BIG SCORE, who had been beaten a length by BOWIES HERO when trying to concede 2lbs in the
Del Mar Juvenile Turf, reversed the form in fine style in the Zuma Beach Stakes here at Santa
Anita a month and a week later. Big Score, a neat and handy sort (and a late foal) is
progressing really well for Tim Yakteen and he should not be underestimated. His three runs to
date have all been over a mile on turf. He came from just off the pace to win the Zuma Beach
impressively by 3 ¼ lengths from Sonic Boom (a 5-length maiden winner at Kentucky Downs on
his previous start). Ventry Bay finished third and the ex-English Harbour Master took fourth,
while Bowies Hero was well below par and could manage only eighth.
MADE YOU LOOK was beaten almost four lengths when second to the filly Red Lodge in a 5furlong maiden at Belmont Park in May. The Pletcher trainee improved to beat Master Merion
over 6 furlongs at the same venue in June, and again when winning the With Anticipation over
8.5 furlongs at Saratoga in late August, when he was a solid 2-length winner from KEEP QUIET,
who franked the form by winning the Bourbon Stakes at Keeneland last month (by 1 ¼ lengths
from the slow starting and green favorite TICONDEROGA).
FAVORABLE OUTCOME is the 'dark horse' in this stack, as he is switching from dirt to turf.
Trained by Chad Brown, this son of Flatter won what looked an ordinary 6-furlong maiden (for
Saratoga) when coming home 6 lengths clear of Condo Prince on his debut back in August. He
was next thrown in at the deep end in the Champagne, over a mile at Belmont Park in October,
and ran a creditable third, 6 ½ lengths behind Practical Joke, who will represent Brown in the
Juvenile on Saturday.

GLOBEFORM SELECTIONS
A: 11 GOOD SAMARITAN
B: 1 LANCASTER BOMBER, 13 OSCAR PERFORMANCE
C: 4 FAVORABLE OUTCOME, 5 MADE YOU LOOK, 6 BIG SCORE, 8 INTELLIGENCE CROSS

RECOMMENDED BETS
WIN: 11 Good Samaritan
90 TRIFECTAS
A: 11 with 1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 13 with 1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 13
B: 1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 13 with 11 with 1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 13
C: 1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 13 with 1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 13 with 11
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R7

GLOBEFORM RATINGS
BREEDERS CUP DIRT MILE (G1)
Santa Anita 4 Nov 2016 – 1 mile dirt
Horses presented with best Globeform, name,
GF ratings last three runs (l-to-r), trainer, rider
Globeform ratings are expressed in pounds.
One length = 2lbs over this distance.
127 - RUNHAPPY 127 – 127 / - 106) / L Wohlers / G Stevens
121 - DORTMUND (121 / 119 – 116 - 118) / B Baffert / M Garcia
118 - TAMARKUZ (0 – 114+ - 114) / K McLaughlin / M Smith
117 - GUN RUNNER 3yo (112 – 104 – 105 - 117) / S Asmussen / F Geroux
116 - VYJACK (111 – 110 – 116) / P D'Amato / F Prat
112 - TOM'S READY (111 – 100 – 112) / D Stewart / J Rosario
111p - TEXAS CHROME 3yo (111 – 111 – 111p) / J Caldwell / C McMahon
110 - POINT PIPER (100 – 110 – 102) / J Hollendorfer / M Gutierrez
101 - ACCELERATE 3yo (?p – 101 – 101) / J Sadler / T Baze
Winner 2015: Liam's Map / Globeform 125p

GLOBEFORM ANALYZIS
DORTMUND is clearly the one to beat here and he looks banker material in the Dirt Mile. He
hasn't won since November last year, when he produced GF 121 to win the Native Diver by
over four lengths from Imperative, but he has run three really solid races in defeat, all behind
California Chrome and this is a drop in class for him. That it is a drop in distance will also be to
his liking. Dortmund does stay 9 furlongs but a mile might be his optimum trip. He has won
both of his races over this distance and he is 5-for-6 here at Santa Anita. Having run to GF 119
(in the San Diego) and GF 118 (last time out in the Awesome Again), he only has to maintain
that level of form to fend off these rivals. Dortmund will be a short price, however, and (unless
you were aboard when we backed him at 5-1 two weeks ago) it will be necessary to find the
right exacta horse to make decent money on the Dirt Mile.
GUN RUNNER might be the danger. This three-year-old ran the best race of his career when
second to Connect in the Pennsylvania Derby, where he was beaten only half a length carrying
3lbs more than the winner. Gun Runner had previously been third both in the Kentucky Derby
(4 ½ lengths behind Nyquist) and the Travers (15 lengths behind Arrogate). His running style
suggests a mile will suit him really well, he could be open to further improvement and he has a
good chance of hitting the board.
>>>
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RUNHAPPY was champion sprinter in 2015, when he excelled in the King's Bishop over 7
panels at Saratoga in August, over six in the Breeders' Cup Sprint at Keeneland in the fall and
back over seven in the Malibu Stakes at Santa Anita in late December. A strong, imposing
runner, he was sidelined by feet problems after the Malibu, and his return to action, in the Ack
Ack at Churchill Downs on October 1, was quite disappointing. Where do we stand with this
horse now? Well, one way of looking at it is this; either he'll bounce right back and win the Dirt
Mile or he will be off the board again, like he was at Churchill, where he could manage only
fourth, 2 ½ lengths behind TOM'S READY (Iron Fist and Schivarelli filled second and third).
TAMARKUZ, recommended as a good each-way bet at 50-1 on our website three weeks ago, is
an interesting contender. The Kiaran McLaughlin trainee seemed to be on his way back to form
when staying on well for second, 2 ½ lengths behind B Cup Sprint contender A. P. Indian, in the
Forego over 7 furlongs at Saratoga in August, and he ran a sound race once more when beaten
2 lengths by Anchor Down in the Kelso over a mile at Belmont Park last time out. Tamarkuz,
who was capable of GF 118 in Dubai, ran to GF 114 in both of those races. Things did not pan
ideally out for him in either and let's see if he can regain his very best here.
VYJACK, who moved from Bill Mott to Philip D'Amato after his runner-up effort in the Red Bank
at Monmouth Park in June, improved his career best to Globeform 116 when breaking the
course record over a mile on turf in the City of Hope here at Santa Anita last month. He had
previously run well behind BC Sprint contender Masochistic in the 6-furlong Pat O'Brien on the
main track, and the Dirt Mile has always been his target (though connections were in two
minds after his great run on the lawn last time out). Closely matched with the likes of Gun
Runner and Tamarkuz, he is also a logical trifecta horse.
TOM'S READY, who will be relishing a strong pace, is coming off a career best; winning the Ack
Ack over this distance at Churchill Downs, where he came from off the pace to beat Iron Fist by
half a length while in receipt of one pound. He had the (probably ring-rusty) Runhappy well
behind him in fourth place.
TEXAS CHROME won the Oklahoma Derby on September 25, beating Sticksstatelydude by a
solid half-length over 9 furlongs at Remington Park – a far cry from Santa Anita but perhaps this
year a venue that produced a live longshot for the Dirt Mile. Texas Chrome had previously taken
the Prelude Stakes (from Pat Day Mile winner Sharp Azteca) and the Super Derby (from
Affirmed winner Dalmore) at Louisiana Downs. He looks a possible improver.

GLOBEFORM SELECTIONS
A: 3 DORTMUND
B: 9 GUN RUNNER
C: 1 VYJACK, 7 RUNHAPPY, 8 TAMARKUZ
RECOMMENDED BETS
WIN: 3 Dortmund
EXACTA BOX (reversed): 3 and 9
6 TRIFECTAS
A: 3 with 9 with 1, 7, 8
B: 3 with 1, 7, 8 with 9
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R8
GLOBEFORM RATINGS
BREEDERS' CUP JUVENILE FILLIES TURF (G1)
Santa Anita 4 Nov 2016 - 1 mile Turf
Horses presented with best Globeform, name, trainer / rider
Globeform ratings are expressed in pounds. One length = 2lbs over this distance.
112p - LA CORONEL / M Casse / F Geroux
112 - ROLY POLY / A P O'Brien / R Moore
111p - INTRICATELY / J O'Brien / D O'Brien
111

- HYDRANGEA / A P O'Brien / S Heffernan

108p - SPAIN BURG / X Thomas-Demeaulte / F Dettori
105p - NEW MONEY HONEY / C Brown / J Castellano
105p - VICTORY TO VICTORY / M Casse / J Leparoux
104 - CAVALE DOREE / C Ferland / F Prat
104 - RYMSKA / C Brown / I Ortiz Jr
102 - LULL / C Clement / J Rosario
101 - COASTED / L Gayamati / M Smith
...99 - MADAM DANCEALOT / R Baltas / J Velazquez
...98 - HAPPY MESA / G Motion / J L Ortiz
...95 - LA FORCE / P Gallagher / R Bejarano
Winner 2015: Catch a Glimpse / GF 112+
ALSO ELIGIBLES
...98 - CON TE PARTIRO / W Ward / J Velazquez
…?P - SWEEPING PADDY / D Romans / R Albarado
Analyzis next page >>>

PICK 4 PLAN / FRIDAY
R6
R7
R8
R9

1 – 11 – 13
3 Dortmund
1 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 7 – 13 – 14
1 Songbird
(21 lines)
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GLOBEFORM ANALYZIS
BREEDERS' CUP JUVENILE FILLIES TURF
LA CORONEL's form is excellent and she gets a joint A-rank in this event – which looks very
competitive and quite and open affair. She has a lot going for her but the stall (14) certainly
isn't a positive. The Colonel John daughter, who had run fifth over 5.5 furlongs on dirt when
making her debut, slammed one of Chad Brown's best young turf fillies, NEW MONEY HONEY,
by 4 lengths at the Spa. Her runner-up franked the form when winning the Miss Grillo in fine
style at Belmont Park next time out, beating French import RYMSKA easily by almost three
lengths. Rymska was coming off a Listed win in France (albeit 'off Broadway'). Not that La
Coronel needed help from others to advertise her form. She went for the Jessamine Stakes at
Keeneland on October 12, and produced a visually impressive performance to win again, this
time by 4 ¼ lengths from LULL, who had captured the Juvenile Fillies Stakes at Kentucky Downs
some five weeks earlier. La Coronel returned Globeform 112p in the Jessamine, giving the
expression that there's plenty more to come. Open to more improvement, proven over a mile
plus, and with two wins on firm ground in the book already, this filly could well give the Casse
team back-to-back wins in the Juvenile Fillies Turf.
ROLY POLY, one of the Irish trained contenders, showed good early speed in the 6-furlong
Cheveley Park Stakes at Newmarket, where lost by the narrowest of margins to yet another
Ballydoyle trainee, Brave Anna, with Wesley Ward's Royal Ascot winner Lady Aurelia (who was
found to have bled in the race) 2 lengths behind in third. A daughter of Irish 1,000 Guineas
winner Misty For Me, Roly Poly was making her seventh start and she takes plenty of
experience into this battle. She won the Grangecon Stud Stakes at The Curragh and Duchess Of
Cambridge Stakes at Newmarket in June / July, before going down by three parts of a length
against Queen Kindly in the Lowther Stakes at York (all over 6 furlongs). Queen Kindly was a
well beaten fourth in the Cheveley Park and 24 hours earlier Fair Eva, who filled third in the
Lowther, was beaten as the odds-on favourite behind SPAIN BURG in the Rockfel Stakes.
INTRICATELY is a very strong contender. She has been improving with every run for rookie
trainer Joseph O'Brien in Ireland, and produced a smart performance to win the Moyglare Stud
Stakes over 7 furlongs on yielding ground at The Curragh in September. She had finished third
behind Aidan O'Brien's pair Rhododendron and Hydrangea in the Debutante Stakes three
weeks earlier but gained revenge on both in the Moyglare Stud, a race she won by just a nose
from the long-time leader HYDRANGEA. Rhododendron came home 1 ¾ lengths adrift in third,
while the subsequent Cheveley Park winner Brave Anna was well beaten as second last of the
seven runners. The form was given further boosts as Rhododendron and Hydrangea filled first
and second in the Fillies' Mile at Newmarket in October – and as Promise To Be True (fifth in the
Moyglare) ran a good second in the Prix Marcel Boussac in France. These formlines are very
solid. Intricately raced prominently all the way in the Moyglare Stud. She has the right blend of
good tactical speed and stamina. The very talented, but relatively inexperienced Donnacha
O'Brien (18), who knows her well, will be on board her again.
HYDRANGEA, another with a prominent running style, went down by 2 ¼ lengths when second
behind Rhododendron in the Fillies' Mile at Newmarket. Rhododendron is thought to be the best
juvenile filly at Ballydoyle. Urban Fox, 6 lengths behind Hydrangea in third that day, was
coming off a Listed win over the same course two weeks earlier.
>>>
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SPAIN BURG upset some well fancied English fillies when swooping late under Frankie Dettori to
win the Rockfel Stakes over 7 furlongs at Newmarket in September. Coming off two nice wins at
smaller tracks in France, she was a 14-1 shot that day. But for the Dettori factor she might have
been much bigger in the betting. She was a decisive winner, beating Fair Eva by 1 ¼ lengths.
The runner-up had finished third to Queen Kindly (who disappointed against Brave Anna and
ROLY POLY in the Cheveley Park next time out) in the Lowther Stakes at York). Fair Eva and
Queen Kindly are both by Frankel and, although they clearly are smart, it seems that these
'Frankels' have been hyped a bit too much in the UK this season. The Rockfel was perhaps not
that strong a race. Miss Infinity, third 1 ½ lengths behind Spain Burg, was a beaten favourite in
a German G3 on her preceding start and later on a well beaten sixth in a G3 at Newcastle. Still,
Spain Burg was much the best and should not be underrated. Quite a lightly built filly, she is
likely to handle the Santa Anita oval well.
NEW MONEY HONEY went off at 4-1 when stepping up from a runner-up effort on her debut (4
lengths behind LA CORONEL) to win the Miss Grillo over 8.5 furlongs at Belmont Park in early
October (a race run at a moderate pace on soft ground). She quickened up smartly in the
straight, and went by RYMSKA (who was giving her 4lbs) for quite a comfortable 2 3/4-length
win. The P.G. Johnson Stakes winner COASTED was 1 ½ lengths further back in third. Fourth
place was filled by Create a Dream – who won the Chelsea Flower Stakes at Belmont Park on
Sunday (beating Beat the Benchmark, who had been third to Victory to Victory in the Natalma
on her most recent start).
VICTORY TO VICTORY must also be respected. Like La Coronal trained by Mark Casse, this filly
had plenty in hand when breaking her maiden with a stylish win in the Natalma Stakes over a
mile at Woodbine in September. Victory to Victory was an easy 2 ½-length winner from Stormy
Perfection, who had finished half a length behind her when these two came second and third in
an allowance race over 7 furlongs at the same venue in August (won by Tapa Tapa Tapa, who
was sixth in the Natalma). The Natalma produced last year's Juvenile Fillies Turf winner Catch a
Glimpse.

GLOBEFORM SELECTIONS
A: 7 INTRICATELY, 14 LA CORONEL
B: 1 HYDRANGEA, 4 SPAIN BURG, 13 ROLY POLY
C: 3 NEW MONEY HONEY, 5 VICTORY TO VICTORY

RECOMMENDED BETS
WIN BETS: 7 and 14
EXACTA BOX: 7 and 14 (reversed)

ALL MATERIAL STRICTLY COPYRIGHT: G W STABELL / globeform
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R9
GLOBEFORM RATINGS
BREEDERS' CUP DISTAFF (G1)
Santa Anita 4 Nov 2016 - 9 fur dirt
Horses presented with best Globeform, name,
GF ratings last three runs (l-to-r), trainer, rider
Globeform ratings are expressed in pounds.
One length = 2lbs over this distance.
128p -

SONGBIRD 3yo (128p – 126+ - 128p) / J Hollendorfer / M Smith

124 -

STELLAR WIND (112+ 120 – 124) / J Sadler / V Espinoza

124 -

BEHOLDER (121 – 116 – 123) / R Mandella / G Stevens

120 -

CURALINA (116 – 120 – 117) / T Pletcher / J Velazquez

117 -

FOREVER UNBRIDLED (117 – 114 – 117) / D Stewart / J Rosario

117 -

I'M A CHATTERBOX (114 – 115 – 117) / L Jones / F Geroux

…?

CORONA DEL INCA (? - 0 - ?p) / G Frenkel-Santilan / tba

-

112 - LAND OVER SEA (97 – 86 - 94) / D O'Neill / M Gutierrez
GLOBEFORM ANALYZIS
SONGBIRD stands out as the one to beat in the Distaff. A sensational runner, she has returned
Globeform ratings suggesting she would have a good chance in the Classic, but connections
are resisting the temptation of facing the boys – at least for now. The plan is to keep her in
training next season, which is why she stays in her own division at this year's Breeders' Cup.
Having won all of her 11 races, she is sure to be a short priced favorite, even in a clash with
Beholder and Stellar Wind. Songbird appears to be the complete racehorses, with a great
temperament to go with her talent. She possesses speed and stamina, she is very much at
home at Santa Anita, she is very effective over this distance, and it would be brave to bet
against her. Her two best performances, a comfortable 5 1/4-length win over Carina Mia in the
Coaching Club American Oaks at Saratoga and an equally impressive 5 3/4-length verdict over
the same filly in the Cotillion Stakes, where both assessed to Globeform 128p.
The daughter of Medaglia 'Oro was going away at the finish in the CCA Oaks and she had
plenty in hand also when passing the winning post in the Cotillion. How good is she? Hard to
say, as Mike Smith has thus far been nothing but a passenger on the filly, who is probably
capable over a rating in the 130's. Songbird is set to break from stall one, with the no-hoper
Land Over Sea toi her outside. She can make her own running in front or she can rate just off
the pace – so how are the others going to beat her?
>>>
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STELLAR WIND, who has beaten BEHOLDER twice this year, is preferred as the exacta horse –
mainly because Songbird's running style should make this into a stamina test. Stellar Wind was
staying on strongly when (an unlucky) runner-up in the Distaff last year and she has a bit more
stamina than Beholder. She confirmed that impression also when beating her arch rival by a
neck in the Zenyatta over 8.5 furlongs here last month (when subsequent wide margin
allowance winner Vale Dori was 12 lengths behind her in third). As they met at level weights,
this was a career best for Stellar Wind. She was in receipt of 4lbs when beating Beholder by
half a length in the C L Hirsch at Del Mar in July. So the tables seem to have been gradually
turned.
Beholder had beaten beat Stellar Wind readily by 2 ½ lengths when they met in the Vanity
Stakes over a mile at Santa Anita back in June, but Stellar Wind has progressed since and she
may hold the upper hand once more.
Winner 2015: Stopchargingmaria / GF 119

GLOBEFORM SELECTIONS
A: 1 SONGBIRD
B: 5 STELLAR WIND
C: 8 BEHOLDER

RECOMMENDED BETS
WIN: 1 Songbird
2 TRIFECTAS
1 with 5, 8 with 5, 8
Distaff / Classic Special Double: 1 Songbird with 10 Arrogate

GOOD LUCK TO ALL!

AND DON'T FORGET;
Please double check program numbers carefully before placing your bets.
ALL MATERIAL STRICTLY COPYRIGHT: G W STABELL / globeform
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